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Abstract 
In this paper, we provide a solution of the quadrature sum problem of R. Askey for a class of Freud weights. Let r > 0, 
b ~ ( -  ~,  2]. We establish a full quadrature sum estimate 
. f s y, 2j. IPWIP(Xj,)W-b(Xj,) <~ C IPWIP(t) W2-b(t)dt, 
j= l  -~  
1 ~< p < ~,  for every polynomial P of degree at most n + rn 1/3, where W 2 is a Freud weight such as exp(- lx[ ' ) ,  ~ > 1, 
{2j,} are the Christoffel numbers, {xj,} are the zeros of the orthonormal polynomials for the weight W 2, and C is 
independent of n and P. We also prove a generalisation, and that such an estimate is not possible for polynomials P of 
degree ~< m = re(n) if re(n) = n + ~nn 1/3, where ¢. ~ ~ as n --* ~. Previous estimates could sum only over those x~, with 
Ixj, I <~ axe,, some fixed 0 < a < 1. 
Keywords: Quadrature sums; Freud weights; Markov-Bernstein i equalities 
1. Introduction and results 
The problem of estimating quadrature sums involving pth powers of polynomials (0 < p < ~) 
evaluated at zeros of orthogonal polynomials was posed in 1969 by Askey [2]. He had found such 
estimates to be invaluable in investigating mean convergence of Lagrange interpolation and 
orthogonal expansions. Many authors paid attention to this problem and its applications 
I-1-3, 5,9, 10, 14, 15, 17, 18]. An entertaining and complete survey of developments up to 1986 
appears in [15]. Here we shall consider the problem for Freud weights. 
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We need a little notation to make precise the problem: Throughout,  ~, denotes the real 
polynomials of degree ~< n, de denotes a positive mass distribution on the real line with all 
moments 
f ~ tide(t), j=0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , . . . ,  -oo  
finite, and p,(de, x) denotes the nth orthonormal polynomial for de, so that 
ffp,(de, x)p,,(de, x)de(x)=6m,. 
The zeros of p,(de, x) are denoted by 
- -  (30 ~Xnn ~ X n_  1,n ~ " '"  ~ X ln  ~ 0(3. 
The Christoffel numbers (coming from the Gauss quadrature formula for de) are denoted by 
2j., = 2j.(de). Moreover, C, C1, C2,..., denote positive constants independent of n, P and x. 
Askey asked for de supported on [ - 1, 1]: When is it true that VP ~ ~,, n >~ 1, 
2j, IP(xj,)l p <<, C IP(t)lPde(t)? (1.1) 
j= l  - - I  
Of course for p = 2, the Gauss quadrature formula asserts equality in (1.1). Askey proved (1.1) for 
certain Jacobi weights [1] and Nevai [13] proved (1.1) for generalized Jacobi weights and P e ~, ,  
with l >~ 2 fixed. A further generalisation, valid for 0 < p < oo, and P e ~'t,, with l > 1 fixed, was 
proved in [9]. A converse inequality has been proven in [17, 18]. 
For de with unbounded support, it is more natural to weight the terms, especially if one wants to 
consider the full quadrature sum. Thus, if de(x) is absolutely continuous, with de(x) = W 2(x)dx, 
we look for an estimate of the form 
)~jnlPW(xjn)lPW-b(Xjn) ~ C IPWlP( t )w2-b( t )d t  
j= l  - c~ 
for every P e ~,_  1- Here typically b ~< 2, to take account of the fact that 2~, behaves roughly like 
W z (xj..). Nevai [ 14] seems to have been the first to prove a restricted inequality of this type, for the 
Hermite weight W 2(x)= exp(-x2) ,  the restriction being that we sum over those j for which 
]xj, I <<, axl, ,  with fixed a e (0, 1). Subsequent generalisations have appeared in [3, 5, 10], again with 
a restricted range of summation. 
In this paper we estimate the full quadrature sum; this is possible because the relevant estimates 
for Christoffel numbers near x~, are now available [7] as well as suitable Bernstein-type inequali- 
ties [8]. Our main result is: 
Theorem 1. Let W := e- Q, where Q: ~ -~ O~ is even and continuous in R, Q" is continuous in (0, ~), 
and Q' > 0 in (0, oo), while for some A, B > 1, 
xQ"(x) 
A~<I +- -~B,  xe(0 ,  oo). (1.2) Q'(x) 
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(a) Let 1 <<. p < oo, r > O and b 6 ( -  ~,2].  Then 
2 j , [PW(x j , ) l vW-b(x j , )  <. C [PWlP(t) WZ-h(t)dt,  (1.3) 
j= l  -~  
for n >~ 1, and P of degree <~ n + rn 1/3, with C independent of n and P. 
(b) There does not exist C such that (1.3) holds for p = b = 2 and all P of deqree <<. m(n) and n large 
enough, if 
m(n):= n + ~nn 1/3, (1.4) 
with 3, --* ~,  n ~ ~. 
The archetypal examples of W = e -Q satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem are 
W(x):= exp(-½1xl'), ~ > 1. 
We are sure that (a) is true for 0 < p < 1; it is only the restriction p I> 1 in the main result in [8] 
that prevents us proving it for p < 1. No doubt, with extra work, one can prove that (b) is true for 
b = 2, and general p ~> 1, but this does not seem worth the effort. The essential point is that for full 
quadrature sum estimates to be possible, the degree of P must be at most n + O(nl/3). 
We also prove the following extension of Theorem l(a). 
Theorem 2. 
that 4)" is continuous for large x, and 
x4)'(x) 
lim sup 
4)(x)Q(x) 1/3 < 
and 
Let W, p, r, b be as in Theorem 1. Let 4): ~ ---, (0, ~) be an even continuous function such 
~.~ Q' (x) dx \ 4)(x) ,/ 
Then for n >~ 1, and P of degree <~ n + rn 1/3, we have 
2 2J. IPW(x~,)[ p w-b(xj,)4)P(X~,) <<- C IPW[P(t) W2-~(t)4)P(t)dt. 
j= l  
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
The simplest example of suitable 4)(x) is (1 + x2) a, with a ~ ~, but we can also choose 
4~(x) = exp( +__ Ix[a), with/~ small enough, depending on Q: The main growth/decay restriction on 
4) is (1.5). 
We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2, and Theorem 2 in Section 3. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1 
Our proof follows the approach of Nevai [13, 14], involving Markov-Bernstein i equalities and 
estimates of Christoffel functions. Throughout  his section we assume that W is as in Theorem 1. 
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We need some more notation: The nth Christoffelfunction is 
n-1 
).n(WZ, x) = 1 ~" pZ(WZ,  x). 
j=o 
(We write p, (W 2,x), 2j.(d~) rather than p,(d~,x), 2j,(dc 0, etc., for our dc~(x) = W 2(x)dx.) The uth 
Mhaskar-Rahmanov-Saffnumber [11, 12, 16] for Q is a. = a,(Q), defined by 
2 f l  dt u = - autQ'(a.t) u > O. (2.1) 
l x / i -ZT_  ' 
Its significance lies partly in the identity 
IIPW [[L~(m = [IPW IlL,~t-,.,,.l, P e ~. .  (2.2) 
The reader may refer to 1-12] for a more detailed iscussion of this identity. For x e R, and n >i 1, 
let 
O.(x) := max{n -z/a, 1 - Ixl/a,}. (2.3) 
Throughout, C, C1, Cz .... , denote positive constants independent of n, x and P e N,. The same 
symbol does not necessarily denote the same constant in different occurrences. Given real 
sequences {c.}, {d,} we write 
C n ~ d n 
if there exist C1, C2 such that 
C1 ~ c,/d, ~ C 2 for the relevant range of n. 
Similar notation is used for functions and sequences of functions. Finally, we define 
Xon'---- Xln(1 -k- n -2 /3 ) ,  Xn+l ,n  :=  Xnn(1 At- n-2 /3) .  
Lemma 3. (a) Let L > O. For n >~ 1 and Ix[ <<, a,(1 + Ln-  z/3), we have 
an 2 n (W 2, x) ~ -~ W 2(x) On I/2(X) • 
(b) Uniformly for 1 <<. j ~ n, 
~ a. ¢ .  1/2 
Xj -  l 'n  - -  X j+ l 'n  n 
(c) There exists C such that 
]Xln/a n -- 11 <~ Cn -2/3. 
(d) Uniformly for n >~ 1 and ½ <<, m/n <<, 2, we have 
lain I -a~. -1  "" - -n  
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
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(e) Uniformly for  1 <~j <<, n and t ~ [x i+l , . ,x j - l , , ] ,  
0 , (0  "~ 0,(xj,).  (2.8) 
(f) Let L > 1. Uniformly for n >>- L 3, x ~ ~ and [m/n - II ~< Ln -2/3, we have 
0, (x) --~ 0,, (x). (2.9) 
(g) Let 1 <~ p < oo. For n >~ 1 and P 6 ~, ,  
[I (PW) '  0 ;  t/2 [[L,~R) ~< C n j[ PW [[L, Im. (2.10) 
an 
Proof. (a) is Theorem 1.1 in [-7]. 
(b), (c) are Corollary 1.2 in [7], except hat in [7] only 2 ~< j ~< n - 1 was considered in (2.5). For 
j = 1 o r j  = n, (2.5) is an immediate consequence of the definition of Xo,,X,+ 1,,, 0 ,  and (2.6). 
(d) is Lemma 5.2(c) in [7, p. 478]. 
(e) is (11.10)in [7, p. 521]. 
(f) Let R > 1: it will be chosen sufficiently large below. Firstly for [x[/a,, <~ 1 - Rm -2/3, we have 
1 - Ixl/am am 1 Ixl/am <~ C1 - -n  R - lm2/3  ~ CLR- I ,  
by (2.7), and our hypothesis on m. If we choose R so large that CLR-  ~ <~ ½, we obtain 
0,(x) ~ 0re(x) for n large enough, and Ixl/am <~ 1 - Lm-2/3 
So we have (2.9) in this case. For the remaining range, we have 
Ore(X) ,'~ m-2/3 ,~ n-2/3. 
Since 
Ixl Ixl am - ~> (1 - Rm-2/3)(1 + 0(n-2 /3 ) )  = 1 + 0(n -2 /3 ) ,  
an am an 
by (2.7) and our hypothesis on m, we also have 
0,(x) ~ n-  2/3 
for this range of x. Again we have (2.9). 
(g) is Theorem 1.1 in [8]. [] 
We turn to the following. 
Proof of Theorem l(a). Define 
2 -b  
A :=I  +- - (~>1)  
P 
and 
m:=m(n) :=n+rn  1/3, n >l l. 
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For any polynomial P and 1 ~< j ~< n, the fundamental theorem of calculus gives 
IPW f (xj.) W 2-b (X.in) = IPW A ip(xj.) 
~< min 
t~[Xj+ I.n.Xj I,n] f 
Xj 1.n 
]PW' IP ( t )+p ]PWAIP-'(t) I (pwA)'(t)[dt.  
X j+ n 
(2.11) 
Then (2.11) gives 
I Xj+ I.rI 
2j.[PW[P(xj.) W-b(xj.) <~ C, [PWAf(t)dt 
Xj 1. n 
+ C1 an fXj+l, 
- -  [PWAlP-l(t)l(PWA)'(t)l~;'/2(t)dt. 
11 .J x j 1. ,~ 
In the second term we also used Lemma 3(e), (f). Summing over j gives 
n 
Z 2J. IPWIP(xJ.) W-b(Xa.) 
j= l  
<~ Cl f ~_o~ IPW A [P (t) dt ÷ Cl an I 3-0o ' pw A IP- I (t)] ( pw A)' (t)[ ~tm l/2(t) dt" (2.12) 
To estimate the second integral, we use H61der's inequality with q:= p/(p - 1), so 
f~  'pwA'p - I ( t )  I(pWA)'(t) '~ml/2(t)dt 
<~ (f~0o,PW ~l~p-"q(t)dt)'/q(f~0o,(PW ~)'(t),~pT.P/2(t)dt) 'Iv. (2.13) 
(If p = 1. q = ~.  there are trivial modifications.) Now we apply the Bernstein inequality Lemma 
3(g). but to the weight W A rather than W. The inequality then is 
i t (pw ~),,,,-,,~ c m v'...~ IIL.I~) ~< I[ PW A IIL.~m. 
am 
Moreover by Lemma 3(a), (b), 
I~jn W- -  2(Xjn)  = } ;n (W 2, Xjn ) W-  2(Xjn ) 
an 1/2 
~ X j+  1.n  - -  X j -  , .n  ~ - -  ~ ' ;  (X jn ) .  
tl 
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Here ff,-,A is the analogue of ¢,. for the weight W A. By considering the definition 
Mhaskar -Rahmanov-Saf f  number for W A = e-Ae, we see that 
ff.,,~(x) = max{1 - --'a,./A[Xl m_ 2/3} 
~< max{ l  - --,am IX[ m-2/3}=~lm(X), 
291 
of the 
as A ~> 1 and a. is increasing in u. Then 
I(PW~)'(t)lvOZ. P/2(t)dt <~ II(PW~)'¢#,YZlIL.(~) <~ C--IIPWAIIL.~). 
am 
Combining (2.12), (2.13) and this last inequality shows that our quadrature sum is bounded above 
by 
CIIIpWAI[V anm f~-oo Lp(N) "]- C2 [[ PW A v/q+ x 2-b - - - -  IIt.~) = 63 IPWIPW , YI 0 m Lv(•) ~ C3 [ IPWA p 
as m .-~ n by our definition of A. [] 
Proof of Theorem l(h). We let 
m = m(n):= n + ~nn 1/3, 
where ~. ~ ~ as n ~ oo. We may assume that m(n) is an integer, and ¢. approaches ~ so slowly 
that m/n ~ 1 as n ~ oo. We use the reproducing kernel function 
m-1 
Km(W Z, x,t): = ~ Pk(W Z, x)pk(W 2, t), 
k=O 
which has 
K,.(W 2, X,X) = /~n 1 (W 2, X). 
We set 
P(x) := Km(W Z, x, xl.). 
Then 
n 
).j. p2(xj.) >>- 21.p2(xl.) = 21.2~, 2(W 2, xl.), 
j= l  
while 
f ~ (pw)Z(t)dt = K,.(WZ, xl. ,xl .)  }~nl(WZ, xln). - -9(3 
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So 
2j.P2(xj.)/fS (pw)2(t)dt ~ )q.J,~nl(W 2, xan) 
j=l 
amO 
as m ,-~ n, and by (2.7). Here 
(by Lemma 3(a)) 
[{/,/~2/3 /,/2/3(1 __Xln~l/2, 
~ max ]~m)  ' am,/) 
n2/3(1 -- am/Xln)= rt2/3( 1 Xln~+an,/ 2/3X'n( 1 -an  -~man) 
o,1,+ 
0(1) "~- C 2 ~n ~ Q(~ 
as n ~ ~.  So the right-hand side of (2.14)~ ~ as n ~ ~. That 
quadrature sum by the integral to within a constant bound independent of n. 
(2.14) 
is, we cannot estimate the 
[] 
3. Proof  of Theorem 2 
Throughout his section, we assume that W, p, r, b are as in Theorem 1, and ~b is as in Theorem 2. 
As in Theorem 1, we let 
2 -b  
A:= 1 +- - (>~1) ,  
P 
and 
m:= m(n):= n + rn u3, 
Further, we let 
Q I := AQ - log~b, 
and 
Wt:= e -~i  = W~¢. 
We shall need two lemmas. 
n>>-l. 
Lemma 4. (a) For x ~ (0, ~), 
xQ'(x) 
A <<. - -  <~ B, 
Q(x) 
and for x ~ (1, oo), 
Q'(x) >~ Q'(1)x A-1 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
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(b) Let 0 < a < b < oo. Then uniformly for n >~ 1 and x ~ [a, b], 
a, xQ'(a,x) ... Q(a,x) .~ n. 
(c) 
lim #(x)  - lim l°g~b(x) - 0. 
x~4)(x)O' (x )  x~ Q(x) 
(d) For some A1,B1,C1 > 1,Q'I > 0 in (C1, oo) and 
xO'~(x) 
A1 ~<1 +- -~<B1,  x6(Ca ,  oo). Q;(x) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Proofi (a) is (5.4) and (5.2) in [7,p. 477]. 
(b) is (5.5)in [-7, p. 477]. 
(c) Let e ~ (0, 1). From (1.6), for large enough x, 
dx\  c~(x) ] ~ eQ'(x). 
Integrating and using Q(x) ~ oo as x ---, oo, gives 
x4,' (x) 
4)(x) <. eQ(x) + C1 
for large enough x. Then using (3.1) of this lemma, we obtain 
~b'(x) [ 
<. -~Q'(x) + c:  
for large enough x. As e is arbitrary, we obtain the first limit in (3.4). Integrating again, we obtain 
[log~b(x)[ ~< A Q(x) + C3, 
and then the second limit in (3.4) follows. 
(d) Now by (c), 
Q;(x) 1 ¢'(x) - *1,  x~ oo. (3.6) 
AQ'(x) Adp(x)Q'(x) 
A calculation shows that 
xQ'~ (x) d 
1 + Q'l(x~ - dx (xO;(xD/O'~(xl" - - "  " " - - ' "  
(xg.'(x))' ,, 
- ~ tl + o(1)), 
as x ~ ~, by (3.6) and (1.6). Then (3.5) follows from (1.2). [] 
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In the sequel, we assume that W I has been changed (if necessary) in a finite interval, so that 
Q'~ > 0 and (3.5) hold in (0, oe). Then the new W1 and old W1 are identical outside a finite interval, 
and in that infinite interval, they are ~ one another, since W and ~b are positive and continuous. 
One way to do this is to define for small e > 0, in a finite interval [ -  p,p], 
O*(x):= Ol([  X2 + g( x2 - 02)411/2) •
See [6, p. 1078] for the ideas of a proof that this works. We can now define the analogue a., 1 of a. 
for Q1 by 
2 f l  dt u=-  au, ltQ'a(au, lt) , u>0.  
Moreover, we define 
~.,1 (x):= max{n -2/3, 1 - hxl/a.,1}. 
Lemma 5. (a) For some C > 0 and n >>- 1, 
a., f la .  <<. 1 + Cn-  2/3 
(b) For  some C2 > O and n >>. l and x e ~, 
~/n,l(X) ~ C2~ln(X) .  
Proof. Now for t e [0, 1], (1.5) shows that 
a . , l tQ ' l (a . , l t )  = Aa.,1 tQ'(a. ,at)  - a. , l tCk'(a. , l t )  
dp (a., , t) 
= Aa . , , tQ ' (a . ,x t )  + O(Q l (a . ,1 )  1/3) 
= Aa . , l tQ ' (a . , l t )  + O(n 1/3) 
by Lemma 4(b) applied to Q1- Hence, (3.7) gives 
A (1 + O(n-2/3)) 2f, at = -- an, 1 tQ'(an, 1 t) - -  
7~ 0 N//'i- -- t 2" 
Writing a . ,  1 = at, we have (by monotonicity of uQ'(u)) that 
1 = A(1 + O(n-2/3)) ~< n(1 + O(n-2/3)) 
since A >~ 1. Then (3.9) follows easily from (2.7) (it is trivial if I ~< n). 
(b) Suppose first that a.,1 ~ a.. Then for all x, 
Ixl Ixl 1- - -~<l - - -  
Cln, 1 an ' 
and consequently ~k.,~ < ~.. Next if a.,1 > a., then 
a. ,1/a.  = 1 + O(n -2/3) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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and for Ixl ~ a,,1, 
Ix[ _1 _Ix_J+ [xl a,,__.__~ (1 -  a , )  
an, 1 an an, 1 an an, 1 
1 - -  IX---~] q- O(H-2 /3 )  
an 
and again (3.10) follows. [] 
Proof of Theorem 2. As in the proof of Theorem l(a), we obtain for any polynomial P, 
I PW IP(xj.) W 2-b(xj.)dpP(x~.) = IPWIIP(xj . )  
<<. 
Then as in the proof of Theorem 
<~ m = n + rH 1/3, 
n 
2 
j=l  
5<j, IPWI  p (x2.) W - b (xj.) & (xj.) 
• xj i n min IPW1 [P(t) + p ]PW~ ip-a (t)l(PW1)'(t)l dt. 
te[xj+~.,.x i l.,] J - 
l(a), we obtain an analogue of (2.12): For P of degree 
a.f  l ( t ) [~ l /2 ( t )d t .  <~CI [PWI IP ( t )d t+Gn IPW,  I p- (t) I(PW1)' 
- or~ 
Note that we still have I//m, not ~O,,, 1. The obvious analogue of(2.13) holds. Then we apply Lemma 
3(g) to W1 (which is permissible as our modified W1 satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1) and 
since ~Pm, 1<~ C~Pm, the rest of the proof is as before. [] 
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